Introduction 44
Tuberculosis (TB) is an infectious disease of great magnitude and importance in the world.
45 It was declared a worldwide emergency disease by the World Health Organization (WHO) in 1993 46 and is the largest cause of death by infectious diseases in adults [1] . 47 Brazil is one of WHO 22 priority TB control countries and ranked 16 th in 2014. These 144 represent the other variables of that realm were selected.
145
The socioeconomic and demographic variables resulting from this analysis were: "average 146 monthly income of the person in charge (R$)"; "average number of residents per household";
147 "population density in the census sector"; "Density of dwellers/rooms"; "proportion of permanent 148 private households with bathrooms for the exclusive use of residents or water closet and sanitary 149 sewage via general sewer or rainwater network"; "Proportion of permanent households with 150 electricity"; "average number of toilets per permanent private residence"; "aging rate". 
170
The construction of the generalized additive models was performed through manual 171 selection, based on the essential factors of the theoretical framework (Fig 1) , not only considering 172 the statistically significant variables in the bivariate analysis, but also those of epidemiological 173 importance.
174
We did not only consider the p-value of each association, but the importance previously The spatial Generalized Additive Model (GAM) enabled the building of a TB cure 247 probability map. Thus, it was assumed that cases were all newly reported cases of tuberculosis in 248 MRJ in the period from 2012 to 2014 that were not closed due to cure outcome (non-cure), and 249 controls those records closed due to cure outcome (Fig 3) . . The information about the spatial and temporal spread of these diseases allows to 298 understand the occurrence of these events in the territory. In addition, the description and 299 visualization of the spatial distribution of the event facilitate the identification of its association with 300 local characteristics, such as socioeconomic conditions.
301
The cure rate of 71.57% was lower than the value found in other studies conducted in other 
